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Mr. Speaker:

It. again becomes my responsibility to present to your House the
report of your Ways and Means Committee on the budget. The
(bill we report totals $405,553,661. It is not the bill that members
of your Committee desired to report. It is a bill which we are
forced by circumstances to present to you at this time in order that
we may have authorized expenditures for state services on July 1.

On January 21 His Excellency the Governor presented, his budget
message for the fiscal year 1959. His recommendations total
$418,254,020, and the message included a, revenue program which
at the time was estimated to provide the necessary funds to bal-
ance the expenditure. Your Committee has examined all the re-
quests made in House, No. 1 and we now, after weeks of careful
study, can state that with minor adjustments the sums requested
are essential to meet the needs of the Commonwealth and its citizens.

On February 12 your House adopted two of the recommended
revenue proposals found in that bill they were the withholding
method of tax collection and the 1-cent increase in the tax on
cigarettes. If these proposals had been promptly enacted, your
Committee on Ways and Means would now have available essential
additional revenue. However, neither of these bills has been
enacted.

Furthermore, since the beginning of the year our economy has
taken a definite turn downward in the form of a national business
recession with the undoubted ultimate result of an adverse effect
on our tax collections.

We are approaching the end of the 1958 fiscal year. Expenditures
have been curtailed by administrative directive. We are using
every available means to conserve funds appropriated for the 1958
fiscal year, nevertheless, we will be indeed fortunate if we end the
year without a revenue deficit.

My task here today is neither pleasant nor easy. My responsi-
bility, as I interpret it, is to present to you the cold, hard facts,
and it is up to your House in its wisdom to make the decisions. I
am convinced that up to this moment we have all failed to appre-
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ciate the seriousness of our present financial condition, and I offer
as evidence the hundreds of bills now in the files of our Ways and
Means Committee which, in themselves, would commit us to fur-
ther spending obligations of mammoth proportions.

Your House, today, faces the most serious financial problem of
the past twenty years, and it may be the most difficult to solve of
any in the history of our commonwealth. It matters little now that
warnings of this approaching crisis have been ignored in the past;
the inescapable fact is we are now face to face with a crisis in the
form of commitments far in excess of our present ability to pay.

What are these commitments? We are committed to the highest
payroll cost in our history with increment benefits for state em-
ployees that annually increase our obligations substantially. Our
employee pension plan is far out of balance, with the original con-
cept of 50 per cent participation by employer and employee having
entirely disappeared.

We have incurred a debt obligation ten times greater than that
incurred in any previous decade. The rising cost of living follow-
ing the pattern of the inflationary spiral of the past ten years has
increased the cost of every item in our state budget.

The plain unavoidable facts disclose that revenue from existing
taxes for the fiscal year 1959 will be at least $35,000,000 short of
meeting the minimum requirements for our operating expenses for a
twelve-month period.

We cannot throw up our hands in dismay. We must face these
problems with courage and determination. We must not lose sight
of the real needs of our citizens; however, it is my sincere opinion
that we must attack the problem from both ends. We must curtail
expenditures to the very limit, even to reducing the levels of services
to which we have become accustomed. We must secure additional
revenue from sources that will not adversely affect the economy of
the Commonwealth nor bear down unfairly on its citizens. It is
impossible to delay an honest balance between revenue and ex-
penditures.

There are some factors in the situation over which we have no
control. It is inevitable, as our population increases, that public
services must expand to provide for the health, safety, education and
convenience of our citizens. However, while meeting this growing
need,. we must control the cost of public service or we are inviting
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financial disaster. The Legislature has sought all manner of advice
in meeting the crisis. It has authorized numerous studies of public
financial problems in the Commonwealth. However, the problem
has not been solved because it is difficult to present a clear-cut
program to cover our common interest in fiscal responsibility at the
combined state, county and municipal level. We must not postpone
any longer the elimination of duplication, overlapping of authority
and inefficient use of public facilities and services merely to permit
departments to continue outmoded services established in another
era or on the pretense of maintaining a status quo of our political
subdivisions. A realistic approach of the entire public expenditure
program in the Commonwealth would result in a clear-cut line of
program responsibility, would permit a revision of our antiquated
system of local and state fiscal relations and a positive approach to
the simplification of our complicated tax structure. We should im-
mediately inaugurate this broad reappraisal of our entire system for
in another year our fiscal problem may well overwhelm us.

You have on the calendar today our renewed proposal for the
withholding of income tax collections. This legislation is not only
essential as part of the program to balance this budget, it is the only
practical method of collecting over $100,000,000 of tax revenue from
one million three hundred thousand potential taxpayers. Delay
in enacting the House approved cigarette tax has already lost
$2,000,000 in badly needed revenue. Every additional month of
delay means the loss of an additional $500,000. Both the with-
holding tax and the immediate enactment of the additional cigarette
tax are essential to balance appropriations recommended in the
budget as now presented for your approval.

I must emphasize that your Committee definitely states that this
bill does not meet the full requirements of our Commonwealth.
Rather, it is a bill which is in balance with revenue estimates

from the sources we have indicated. We ask you to ap-prove our recommendations, not because we consider them entirely
adequate, but because they are essential to permit the orderly pro-
cedure of our government on July 1.

We have attached to this statement the usual statistical analyses
and summaries of items in this bill. Several important facts may
need further explanation.
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Salaries of State Employees,

The evaluation and classification of the various positions in
state service are important to efficiency and employee morale.
A comprehensive study of this subject was authorized at the 1955
session, and in 1956 chapter 729 made effective the so-called Bar-
rington Salary and Reclassification Plan. This legislation changed
our salary schedule and accelerated step-rate increases, and the,
study of job-group assignments resulted in extensive changes in
the dollar value of particular positions. The legislation further
provided for appeals by individuals or groups of employees. The
appeal process is now complete, and the total added cost to the
Commonwealth because of the adoption of this plan is estimated to
be $17,500,000 annually. We have been required to add a total
of $2,248,000 for increases granted by the appeal board, the cost of
which was not included in the budget submitted in House, No. 1.

Moreover, the annual cost of step-rate in creases as provided in
the legislation has increased these employee benefits from $1,060,000
in 1956 fiscal year to an estimated $2,000,000 in 1959. The neces-

y amounts to pay these added costs are also included in this bill
Decisions on appeals for the Barrington plan have, in certain in

Jances, further complicated our classification system. Numerous
individual employees and a few groups of positions are now im-
properly classified. Your Committee is aware of this situation and
has made preliminary studies of the problem. Additional time will
be required with the co-operation of the Division of Personnel and
Standardization to complete these studies.

In the supplementary budget of 1957, certain positions in the
Department of Correction w-ere adjusted in salary grade to make
these positions more attractive. Appeals resulted in upgrading
certain other police group positions. This action left the Metro-
politan District patrolmen, the State Police force and the Inland
Fisheries and Game wardens one grade below comparable
employed elsewhere. Upon recommendation of the Division of
Personnel and Standardization, we have corrected that inequity in
this budget.
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Repairs and Equipment.

This bill does not provide for essential repairs to state property
and the necessary replacement of equipment.

Our accounting system codes under the heading of “Repairs”
both materials purchased and used by our own repair forces in
maintaining buildings, grounds and equipment and, also, the cost
of repairs which are performed by contract. Obviously, it is essen-
tial that our own repair force have supplies with which to work.
Only the minimum requirements for repair materials have been
included in the budget.

Because funds are unavailable, the purchase of equipment has
been completely eliminated from the General Fund part of the
budget. Should funds be provided for the adequate maintenance of
state property and the numerous requirements for equipment pur-
chases, the additional amount required would be $3,400,000.

During the past year many live-year leases of occupancy by
state agencies have expired and have been renewed at substantially
higher rates. Your Committee understands that every lease now
has a cancellation clause in the event the Commonwealth con-
structs or purchases space of its own. The continued and sub-
stantial increase in space rental costs demands the most careful
attention by the Legislature.

Debt Servici
The appropriation of $64,000,000 for debt service represents a

17,500,000 increase over fiscal 1958 and indicates the magnitude
of our debt problem. These figures are, indeed, alarming when we
realize that our total budget in 1938, only twenty years ago, was
less than one hundred million dollars.

A further analysis reveals that, of the total required, $16,000,000
is for interest on bonds and $48,000,000 for payments on the princi-
pal. Our acute problem lies in the 40 per cent of the total debt that
is now an obligation of the General Fund for which no dedicated
revenue exists. His Excellency the Governor, on the recommenda-
tion of the Finance Advisory Board, has recommended in House,
No. 1 the refinancing of certain maturing bonds in the General Fund.
It is now imperative that your House adopt this recommendation.
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Two departments, Education and Public Welfare, disburse over
80 per cent of all state assistance to cities and towns. In Education,
reimbursements have not materially changed when compared to
1958; however, the cost-of-living increase authorized last October
for Old Age Assistance recipients and a further substantial rise in
hospital and nursing-home rates are reflected in all reimbursement
requirements of the Department of Public Welfare. Funds are not
available within our present revenue structure to meet these costs;
therefore the appropriations included in this bill for the Department
of Public Welfare are definitely inadequate to meet the requirements
for a twelve-month period. A minimum of $7,000,000 additional
hould be provided for state aid item
Added revenue sources must, however, be found before we can

provide these funds to meet our obligation. Your Committee will
immediately recommend supplementary appropriations when
revenue is made available.

I hope that every member of your House realizes the time and
effort necessary to prepare and present this program. We are in-
debted to the Budget Bureau, the Division of Personnel and Stand-
ardization and the research staff of the Executive Office for their
co-operation. We have prepared a program that we believe will
permit the effective administration of state services beginning on
Julv 1.

Experience gained in previous years clearly demonstrates that
departments can operate without handicap on far less than they
request. In 1958 savings have been made even within the limits of a
budget that had been substantially reduced originally.

The thousands of taxpayers of the Commonwealth already ad-
versely affected by the business recession have every right to ex-
pect the prudent management of their tax contributions. It is
elementary that sound business management of any enterprise dic-
tates the need for balance between expense and income. We can-
not spend what we do not have. Every year the provisions for
new revenue sources as a condition precedent for an expansion of
service programs and the consequent expenditures entailed are em-
phasized in the appropriation bill. This year the situation is unique
and without parallel in legislative memory. The fact is that this

State Aid.
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year not even minimum basic administrative programs can be car-
ried out unless the new revenue sources indicated in this message,
or their equivalent, are forthcoming.

I appeal to every elected and appointed official for assistance in
solving this financial problem and particularly to bring to their own
field of activity the conservation of appropriated funds and the
efficiency of operation that the stringency of our circumstances
demands.

Conclusion

I sincerely hope that this message, with its attached statistical
summaries, will aid you in understanding the complex financial
problems relating to this appropriation bill. The Ways and Means
Committee and our staff are ready and willing to give you addi-
tional information and assistance at your request.

The problems we face are difficult. I appeal to your House for
unbiased consideration of this program that our acts may prove
beneficial for the future welfare of our Commonwealth.
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Summary of Appropriations hy Funds.

1957 1968 1959
Expend!- APP r

n
°Pria-

Reoommen- W .f3
tures. tions. dations. Means-

General Fund $267,557,086 $297,238,703 $307,190,215 $296,091,538
Highway Fund .... 86,915,609 94,056,464 100,995,228 101,152,339
Inland Fisheries and Game Fund . 1,104,145 1,175,346 1,125,067 1,115,452
Agricultural Purposes Fund . . 105,595 111,697 128,265 128,265

Special Assessments Fund . . 1,025,016 1.402,380 1,793,008 1,802,158
Metropolitan District Commission 6,622,473 7,253,593 7,022,237 6,263,909

Fund.
Totals §363,329,924 §401,237,153 §418,254,020 j §405,553,661

Summary of Appropriations hy Purposes.

State

feneral Fund $159,437,322 $178,362,036 $186,078,856 $180,974,603

Highway Fund ....
53,138,967 58,503,846 58,666,103 58,350.7

Inland Fisheries and Game Fund . 1,104,145 1,175,346 1,125,067 1,115,452

Itural Purposes Fund . . 105,595 111,697 128,265 12

Special Assessment Funds . . 862,666 1,214,290 1,262,925 1,!
Metropolitan District Commission 6,622,473 7,253,593 7,022,237 6,263,909

Fundi

1,271,168 $246,620,808 $254,283,453 $248,101Totals

T.

535 $89,497,837 $92,180,260 $86,882,507sB3,2ieGeneral

992,459 8,600,000 7,600,000 7,600,000Highway Fund
94 *98,097,837 *99,780,260 *93,48:otals $91,20!

Debt

$24,903,229 $29,378,830 $28,931,109 $28,234,428General Fund .
Highway Fund

!9

’84,183 26,951,608 34,729,125 35,201,613

162,360 188,070 530,083 630,083Assessment F

$50,849,762 *66,518,508 $64,190,317 $63,966,124Totals

$363,329,924 $401,237,153 $418,254,020 $405,553,661Grand tot
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Summary of Appropriations by Subsidiary Account.
[ooo’s omitted.]

1957 1958 „
1959 , 1959

Expendi- Appropria- gZmmen- Ways !mdtures. tions, dationS
. Means-

1 Salaries, perm: 5114.322 $139,563 $143,422 $142,236

20,175 18,415 16,384 18,294er

Sal; implo; 4,821 4,603 4,529 4,347

4 ,759 8,149 8,972 8,912
Clol 1,670 1,770 1,853 1,827ng

6 I sekeeping su; 1,217 1,191 1,333 1.313
•ratory, medical and general car

and other plant operation

8,969 8,191 8,462

H 8,311 8,410
ground; 2,071 2,780 2,749

nd automotive exp10 Tra-

il Adv
12 Rep

13 Spe«

3.247 3,411 3,976 3,872

1,701 1,845 2,011 1,963Ttising and pi

lirs, alterations and additioi 8,091 7,089 6,786 5,084

il expens< .072 9,394 8,992

14 2,785 2,763 2,961 2,885nd administrative exp

15 3,320 2,811 3,599 1.501im;

16 r 5,372 4,908 5,332 5,131

17 91,216 98,098 99,781 93,483

18 ith 4.710 3,626 5,648 1 3,867

19 I 50,849 56,519 64,190 j 63,966

16,461 17,800 18,894 j 18,631

$363,330 $401,237 $418,254 405,554
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Summary of Appropriations by Departments,

1967 1958 _
1959 , 1939Ixpendi- Appropria- g™en andtures. tions. datW Means.

Department

Legislate

Judiciary
53.241.681 53,368,182 $2,948,007 $2,957,215

3,469,132 4,169,122 4,071,310 3,978 7!

1,020,907 1,010,190 985,031 956,831

Military 1,448,391 1,651,544 1,591,599 1,433,316
3,764,232 4,386,990 5,013,544 4,692,228Administration and Financ<

Superintendent of Buildings
State Racing Commission
A. B. C. Commission

935,609 866,694

148,152 152,731 154,149 152,749

358,286 372,407 417,208 413,683
Veterans’ Activities
Soldiers’ Homes

4,919,029 5,009,485 4,718,658 4,718,403

1,498,615 3,872,612 4,141,593 4,0C
State Housing Board
Aeronautics Commissi

3,702,060 4,1

63,518 68,368 72,234 71,759

Airport Management Board
Port of Boston Commission
Other Boards G & C

1,065,969 1,071,753

583,065 613,390

*OO 870,283 856,904

827,126 702,301 955,94,

5,617,040 5,808,406 5,791,356

Auditor 405,859 428,836 437,713 444,789

Attorney General
Agriculture

432,567 444,016 455,315 425,513

1,188,654 1,449,874 1,450,

143,685 3,494,988 3,400,249 3,344,624

Banking and Ir 486,874 2,534,299 2,542,

Corporations and Taxatic 5,914,087 6,263,851

51,095,870 57,852,140

Tvice and Registration 1,460,465 1,570,173 1,626,677

Commerce 563,450 906,500

,085,108 3,255,412Labor and Industrie
Mental Health 48,885,238 55.493,219 60,460,877 58,720,059

L( 10,158,446 11,869,818 12,

Public Welfa:
Public Healtl 52,717 14,127,907 15,483,022 15,001,780

100,554 5,478,020 5,657,416
Public V 45,511,524 50,025,904 48,638,952 48,612,234

Registry of Motor Ve
Public Utilities

5,091,511 4
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Summary of Appropriations by Departments Concluded

1957 1968 fU?59 • 1959
Expend!- Appropria- Becommen- Ways and

tures. t.ons. RSnS

Department.

Metropolitan District Commission $13,684,7-18 $15,227,613 $15,700,799 $14,669,494

Annuities and Payments . . . 27,114 28,610 28,800 28,80027,114 28,610 28,800 28,800

Non-contributory Pensions . 1,808,651 2,150,000 2,265,000 2,265,000
Debt Service 50,849,702 56.518,508 64,190,317 63,960,124
Miscellaneous ..... 131,015 1,749,307 30,000 28,000

8363,329,924 8401,237,153 $418,254,020 §405,553,661

General Fund.

1957 Ways'and
Actual. Estimated! ~

,
H-stimated,

$5,686,130 $12,930,575 $339,544

26,032,441 29,000,000 27,000,000
245,720,357 237.500,000 255,650,000

6,847,572 4,853,778 4,169,476
5,027 11,656 11,449

153,828 151,500 151,500

11,433,286
5,174,588 2,000,000

12,000,000 9,500,000
$289,619,943 $298,447,509 $308,255,255

$166,332,773 $178,3.62,036 $180,974,603
84.514,573 89,497,837 85,882,507
24,670,384 29,378,830 28,234,428

634,369 869,262 749,874
537,269

12,000,000

of R

Surplus, beginning of year

Departmental

Taxes

Interfund transfers
Other miscellaneous transfers
Intrafund receipts .

Other revenue, Massachusetts Port Authority

Reversions ......

Bah

.4ppn

State purpos

Local aid
Debt service

Transfers to other fund:
Bonus payments

Balances forward

$270,689,368 $298,107,965 $307,841.,412
12,930,575 339,544 413,843Surplus, end of year

$289,619,943 $298,447,509 $308.2;

Includes $17,000,000 withholding tax; includes $5,500,000 additional cigarette tax, 1 cent.
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Highway Fund.
Maintenance.

iqco 19591957 Actua land Ways and
Actual. Estimated Means,Estimated. Estimated.

3S ofRevenue

$13,078,143 $8,123,724 $2,703,573 A
852,488 851,446 817,545

22,382,353 22,700,000 23,000,000
37,436,046 37,800,000 39,000,000

3,468,181 4,270,728 4,146,696

10,914

340,676
$77,568,801 $73,745,898 $69,667,814

$53,744,093 $58,503,846 $58,350,726

9,600,000 8,600,000 7,600,000

Surplus, beginning of year

Departmental

Registry fees ,

Motor fuel tax

Interfund transfers

Other revenue

Reversions

Appropriations.

State purposes

Local aid

6,100,975 3.938,479 3,660,990
9

Transfers to other funds
Surplus adjustment

Surplus, beginning of year

Taxes, special fuel .

Other revenue

$48,800,816 $53,983,784 $60,032,176

I*'
Appropriations.

Debt service . $26,486,772 $26,951,608 $35,201,613
$26,486,772 $26,951,608 $35,201,613
22,374,044 27,032,176 24,830,563Surplus, end of year

$48,860,816 $53,983,784 $60,032,176

$23,189,825 $22,374,044 $27,032,176

24,957,364 30.975,000 32,500,000

713,627 634,740 500,000
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Inland Fisheries and Game Fund.

Actual Actuafand Way^and
ACtUal' E°‘“- Es&.

Sources ofRevenue.
Surplus, beginning of year

interfund transfers .

Other revenue

*587,079 *429,100 *249,374
1,100,642 1,131,980 1,119,720

6,000 6,000 6,000

10,000 10,000

Reversioi 54,833 20,000

$1,748,554 $1,597,080 $1,385,094

Appropriations.

State purposes $1,174,051 $1,175,346 $1,115,452
145,403 172,360 155,980Transfers to other funds

$1,319,464 $1,347,706 $1,271,432
429,100 249,374 113,662Surplus, end of year

81,718,554 81,597,080 81,385,094
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